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ImageConcat Free

ImageConcat is an easy to use image-combining program that takes pictures from each file selected and keeps them in one single image. You can: create a collage from your pictures; create a background image from a photo; combine several photos or images; paste any picture onto another image. This
software is a powerful tool for creating different types of prints from one picture. Features: Very simple image-combining application. Selection of files works by drag-and-drop. Options: Configuration of output size. Configuration of transparency of collages. Combine images. Output directory. Log of actions

performed. In which location save output files? ImageConcat setup file: AlternativeTo is a free service that helps you find better alternatives to the software you are currently using. The site's goal is to help you find alternatives to Windows software you are currently using. If you like some product and
want to buy it, please follow these instructions. You must register as a free member in order to use the optional registered version of AlternativeTo. Sorting my ImageConcat Results ImageConcat settings Screenshots Description: ImageConcat is an easy to use image-combining program that takes pictures

from each file selected and keeps them in one single image. You can: create a collage from your pictures; create a background image from a photo; combine several photos or images; paste any picture onto another image. This software is a powerful tool for creating different types of prints from one
picture. What can you use ImageConcat for? - make compilations of your photos in the collage style, - make a background for your pictures, - make cuts of your photos in the collage style, - create the same picture with different frames, - create a collage with images of the same person, - paste the same
picture into another picture, and so on... ImageConcat is an easy to use image-combining program that takes pictures from each file selected and keeps them in one single image. You can: create a collage from your pictures; create a background image from a photo; combine several photos or images;

paste any picture onto another image. This software is a powerful tool for creating different types of prints from one picture. It doesn't require any download and it's easy to run Image 3a67dffeec
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Merge multiple images in a single one without using any other software. Available formats: PNG, GIF, JPEG and Bitmap files. Compatible with Windows. Compatible with Linux. Graphics: Basic interface. No toolbar. Sleek and clean. Updates: No updates available. No support. Limitations: No filenames are
shown in the interface. No drag and drop interface. No customization options. #13 Sep 01, 2005 Rating: 2 Review: The color selection dialog is disabled. #14 Aug 31, 2005 Rating: 3 Review: What I'm saying is, this is a brilliant tool for merging images together. I was looking for such a tool for ages and one
day the first thing I checked was this. I'm glad I found it. With the help of this software, you can be a great artist. It's very easy to use and it's very fast. It's just so amazing I really recommend you to try it. #19 Aug 30, 2005 Rating: 3 Review: I've been looking for a tool for merging two or more photos into
one. This is the tool I have been looking for. Even if it has only a few tools, it's very easy to use. It's one of the most amazing tools on the web. #24 Aug 26, 2005 Rating: 3 Review: I was having the same problem as some of the other reviewers. All I kept getting was a blank box. I was about to give up, but I
searched the internet and I found your website. I tried it and it worked! Thank you! #26 Aug 16, 2005 Rating: 3 Review: I had been looking for a tool that can merge several images into one. I found ImageConcat and I think this is the tool I've been looking for. I tried it and it did everything I wanted it to do
and I only had to resize one of the images. Very good program. #29 Jul 29, 2005 Rating: 3 Review: I tried the tool and

What's New in the ImageConcat?

ImageConcat is a Windows application to merge images, use the built-in Windows calculator to perform calculations on the images and using the built in image encryption function to encrypt the files. It allows you to easily merge and preview all supported image files. You can choose a default color for the
output image by picking from a palette and even choose the align of your sprite in a variety of ways. ImageConcat Review: ImageConcat runs fine and it doesn't have any issues with installing or running. Unfortunately, it has very few features and this may turn off some users. You won't be able to save
your own changes to the program after it has already run. The application is only limited to merging and merging images, it lacks a wide variety of tools to edit and crop the images. ImageConcat installation instructions Download ImageConcat for Windows. ImageConcat unzipping instructions Extract the
archive from the downloaded file to the desired destination folder. Make sure to overwrite the file if it exists. ImageConcat launch Click the icon that was placed on the Windows desktop or in the Start Menu. Select Settings to adjust the application's appearance, operating mode and number of open files.
Adjust the settings to your liking and select Start to run the application. ImageConcat app/program installation Click Accept on the opening dialog and then click Finish. Select Open or Create a folder. Put all of the program's files into the folder that you just created. Once it has created everything, you can
close the program. ImageConcat software performance ImageConcat performs a little fast and it doesn't slow down the computer when used. It has good application performance and it doesn't have many problems. How To Video on ImageConcat: Installation instructions Download ImageConcat for
Windows. Extract the archive from the downloaded file to the desired destination folder. Make sure to overwrite the file if it exists. ImageConcat unzipping instructions Extract the archive to your desired location. ImageConcat installation Double-click the icon on your desktop to launch the software.
ImageConcat Launch Click the setup file to launch the setup wizard. Select where you want to install the application. Click next to continue. Set the program's default settings
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